Systems with hinges: Some of Salinox's models employ hinges instead of a parking system, in order to fold up and store away, which is an excellent alternative choice for cases where the installation of a parking systems is either impractical or impossible.

1. Panes are suspended from the driver, using a specialized roller placed inside the horizontal profile.

   Panes are centred with respect to the driver and suspended, with the first pane's width being the half of the rest, allowing other panes to reach up to 100cm in width. For a more symmetrical result, the last door's width can be equal to the first.

   Half the panes are headed to left, the other half to the right, while at the centre a entrance without a floor spring mechanism is created - only possible when the total number of panes is odd.

2. Method 1 combined with an opening door.

The models concerning folding doors using hinges, namely F1 and F6w, employ the type of hinges shown in the following figures:

hinge Ø22 used in the F1 glazed folding door systems  
hinge Ø22 used in the F6 glazed folding door systems